
 

History of Reimo pop top elevating roof or sleeper roof  

Reimo roof for Volkswagen Transporter T5 and T6 

  

Reimo elevating roofs for campervans or pop up roofs are made in Germany. The classic Volkswagen van, 
also called VW Bulli or VW Transporter, has always been Reimo’s main focus.  
Countless Volkswagen Transporters have been fitted with a Reimo roof. For the Volkswagen van, Reimo 
has also made many special pop top roofs. These include, among other things for the VW T3 the sleep roof 
named Superflat. This made it possible to drive the campervan into common underground garages or car 
parks.  
 
Today, Reimo has available special super-flat pop up roofs for the Volkswagen T6 and many predecessor 
models on offer.  
 
Reimo has been producing roofs for almost all car brands and small commercial vehicles for many years, 
and they continue to constantly develop and build new pop up roofs to suit market requirements. 
Elevating roofs for campervans are available in the variants "front opening", so that one sleeps in the direction of 

travel, or "rear opening" which is advantageous for the use of a rear kitchen.  

At Reimo, the campervan pop top roof is traditionally called a "sleep roof", in contrast to the pop-up roof, which is 

not intended for sleeping.  

VTec EasyFit roofs supplied and fitted by Flexivan, have an integrated reinforcement frame. They are therefore 

particularly easy and fast to install compared to traditional elevating roofs. 

It goes without saying that the Reimo VTec EasyFit roofs for the Volkswagen Transporter have been subjected 

to and passed the rigorous TUV safety test applicable to the installation of elevating roofs.  

The TUV test report states “The torsional stiffness was measured on the test vehicle in accordance with 

VdTÜV pamphlet 751 (06.2006), Appendix 111, Point 5.1.2 in various car body conditions”  

The test report goes on to state - Result: “The test vehicle with the small roof cut-out {b) showed no 

difference in torsional stiffness compared to the standard state (a)” 

 

 

Reimo VTec EasyFit roof 


